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ABSTRACT
Avian radar system has been developed for
bird-aircraft strike hazard avoidance. Two representative
systems, which are countrywide and airport-based avian
radar systems, are surveyed to summarize the
state-of-the-art in this research field. Avian radar
experimental system built by Beihang University is
introduced in detail, including system architecture,
performance analysis, and processing algorithm for bird
target detection and tracking. This radar is operated in
horizontal and vertical positions alternatively for
scanning, and some experimental data are collected,
respectively, at reservoir and airport. After processing of
background subtraction, noise suppression, target
information extraction, tracking and data fusion, a fused
image containing bird targets and aircraft is provided.
Finally, improvement suggestions on radar antenna,
processing algorithms and risk assessment models of
bird-aircraft strikes are given. Moreover, a scheme for
practical systems applications at airport is proposed.
INTRODUCTION
Bird-aircraft strike hazard (BASH), which has received
prevalent attention from civil aviation, costs in excess of two
billion dollars in damages annually to aviation worldwide,
taking no account of out-of-service delays and the potential
for loss of life. Figure I shows a 2002 bird strike on the nose
ofa departing civilian aircraft at Dulles International Airport
[1]. Due to 2001-2007 CAAC (Civil Aviation Administration
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Fig. I. 2002 Turkey strike on civilian aircraft
of China) reports of bird strikes, 55% of the accidents and
64% of the incidents occur under poor visibility conditions
(dawn, dusk, and night) [2]. Therefore, the ability of radar to
detect bird targets under all visibility conditions is especially
valuable while conventional visual survey methods are
non-existent or very limited under these conditions.
This is organized as follows. The Avian Radar Systems
Developments section gives details of two representative
systems, which are the United States Avian Hazard Advisory
System (USAHAS) [3] and Accipiter® airport-based avian
radar system [4] respectively, to summarize the
state-of-the-art in this field. The section entitled Bird
Targets' Scattering Characteristic provides a discussion of
bird targets' scattering characteristic, which is the significant
foundation for further analysis in the remainder. The BHU
Avian Radar System Design section is the core content. It
introduces BHU (Beihang University) Avian Radar
Experimental System, especially its algorithm for bird targets
detection and tracking . Finally, future improvement
assumptions are given in the fmal section.
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AVIAN RADAR SYSTEM DEVELOPMENTS
The basic type of present avian radar system can be
divided into two kinds: countrywide avian radar systems and
airport-based avian radar system. Countrywide systems
generally based on Doppler weather radar network is used to
observe bird migration in a wide range (230 km).
Airport-based systems are generally based on small-sized
marine radar is used to detect bird movements around the
airport (0-13 km).

Fig. 3. Bird activity map for the continental US

Fig. 2. Completed WSR-88D installations for US
USAHAS
USAHAS has been developed by the United States Air
Force using Geographic Information System (GIS)
technology as a key tool for analysis and correlation of bird
habitat, migration, and breeding characteristics, combined
with the US Bird A voidance Model which is constructed with
the best available geospatial bird data to reduce the risk of
bird collisions with aircraft. The bird information is obtained
by 148 WSR-88D installations within the contiguous US
shown in Figure 2. The WSR-88D has a peak transmitter
power of750 kw and a frequency range of2.7 GHz to 3.0
GHz (Ssband). The antenna is 9 m and the beam width is
0.96 0 with pulse widths of 1.571-1s to 4.5l-1s - 5.0I-1s. The radar
is very sensitive and can detect birds in the atmosphere
within 230 km of it.
The highly automated system processes the data updated
every 10 minutes and provides the bird-aircraft strike risk via
the AHAS website in both table and imagery formats with
color-coded risk. Figure 3 is a bird activity map for the
continental US at 00:34:56, June 28, 2008. USAHAS
maintains the largest database in the world on bird activity
which includes over five years of bird density and migratory
data for the continental United States. This dataset can be
used to model historical bird activity at project sites with
avian issues as well as support migratory research for birds.
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Fig. 4. Accipiter® airport-based avian radar system
Accipiter®
85% of damaging and hazardous bird strikes occur below
200 feet during aircraft take-offs and landings, so near-range
radar systems, which are capable ofproviding optimal
coverage of the airfield and the area around the airport (out to
13 km), is necessary. For a number of reasons including cost,
coverage, update rate, and resolution challenges, large
countrywide avian radar systems like USAHAS do not
address local BASH management requirements. As a result,
airport-based avian radar systems like Accipiter® is
developed by Sicom Systems Ltd. (Ontario, Canada) for
affordable, real-time BASH applications at airports.
To obtain 3D target information, a parabolic antenna with
4 0 pencil beam is used to provide better altitude data. The
antenna can be inclined in elevation to match the volume
coverage needed during take-off and landing. The radar
system is housed in a field-deployable trailer containing the
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radar, the radar controls, the radar processor, and GPS. The
antenna is mounted on the roof of the trailer or on a cart
configuration as illustrated in Figure 4, and its elevation
angle is adjustable. Elevation is typically set between OOand
30 oabove the horizon.
The radar processor provides radar signal processing
functions such as scan-conversion, adaptive clutter-map
processing to remove ground clutter, and constant false alarm
rate (CFAR) detection. In addition, a bird trails mode is
developed to retain current and past bird echoes and
represents them as a fading trail. Low detection thresholds
are used to increase the sensitivity of the radar, allowing
smaller birds to be detected. Multiple hypothesis testing
(MHT) tracking algorithms with interacting multiple models
(IMM) is included to mitigate false alarm rate.

BIRD TARGET'S SCATTERING CHARACTERISTIC
Birds or flocks of birds, as radar targets, their radar cross
section (RCS) characteristics have been studied for years.
Some possible theoretical models have been proposed. The
radar reflectivity of a bird is predominantly due to the water
which occupies 65% of the body mass, so an approximate
model of the RCS can be obtained by regarding the bird as
water sphere or prolate spheroid of equivalent mass. For
many birds from X-band through S-band, the scattering will
come within resonance region and RCS can be expected to
vary up to the factor of 5.4 dB from the optical RCS [5].
Due to biological and geometrical complexity of birds, the
above theoretical modeling is approximate. Problems are
even more complicated if the behavior of the targets is
considered, i.e., migratory, local feeding, soaring, etc . So,
compared with theoretical computations, laboratory
measurements (some data was given by Vaughn [6] and
Nathanson [7]) are more reliable, but they are only available
for a few species. Anyway, at present it appears impossible to
describe RCS for birds in detail. To satisfy the engineering
demand in avian radar system performance analysis, a
simplified statistical model has been proposed [8]:

AIW I 13 < 5.4
AI W

I 13

> 5.4

(I)

where W is the weight of birds with unit g, and A. is the
wavelength with unit em. Based on this model, the mean
RCS of birds of different size can be estimated: 5cm 2 for
small bird, 50cm2 for medium birds, and lOOcm2 for large
birds .
Laboratory RCS measurements of flocks are so
impracticable that order-of-magnitude theoretical calculations
are usually adopted by multiplication of number of birds and
RCS of single bird, ignoring electromagnetic coupling
between individuals. A single bird typically has mean RCS
from lcm2 to lOO cm2 , while migrant flocks, which often
2
occur during the day, can have mean RCS greater than 1m •
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BHU AVIAN RADAR
EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM DESIGN
With the cooperation of the Beijing Capital International
Airport (BCIA), Nanyang Airport, and the Center of Aviation
Safety Technology CAAC, BHU avian radar experimental
systems are developed by Beihang University. Key design
elements are described in this part. The next section presents
the whole architecture of the system, followed by a system
performance analysis. The section entitled BHU Avian Radar
Experimental System Design discusses the algorithm for bird
targets detection and tracking in detail, which is the core
technology of the system. Some experimental results
obtained during the experiments carried out at Shahe
Reservoir Beijing in the autumn of2007 and Nanyang
Airport in Henan province, central China, in autumn 2008 are
presented in the Experiments and Applications sub-sections.

Fig. 5. BHU avian radar experimental system
System Architecture
A Furuno Model 1941 Mark-2 marine radar is selected. It
has a peak power of6 kw at X-band (9410 MHz ± 30 MHz)
with pulse repetition frequency (PRF) of 1~2 kHz and with a
pulse width ofO.08~.3~s . The 1.2m T-bar antenna (slotted
waveguide antenna array) rotates at 24 RPM with a 20°
elevation beam width. A plain position indicator (PPI) radar
image is collected by the capture card every 2.5 s and
processed by algorithm in real-time software, which will be
discussed in detail in the Algorithm for Bird Targets
Detection and Tracking section.
When the radar is scanning horizontally, it provides
complete volume coverage but poor altitude estimates due to
its large elevation beam width. So, in order to obtain more
accurate height information, during the outfield experiments,
the radar is operated in alternating horizontal and vertical
position for the scanning (Figure 5), and its bird detection
feasibility is confirmed separately.
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System Performance Analysis
According to the requirements of bird-aircraft strike
hazard avoidance, BASH indexes of different sized birds and
flocks vary greatly. Naturally, detection capability of
airport-based avian radar systems for birds and flocks with
different grade risks attracts the concerns of air traffic
controllers.
Radar equation is applied to estimate the detection range
[9], whose fourth power is proportional to the RCS of the
detecting target. Take BHU avian radar experimental system,
for example, the marine radar selected for the system can
detect target with RCS of 1 m 2 (a ship or a flock) at the range
of 45 km, so it can also detect target with RCS of 100 cm 2 (a
large bird) at 14.2 km, target with RCS of 50 em' (a medium
bird) at 11.9 km, and target with RCS of 5 cm 2 (a small bird)
at 6.7 km.
PPI radar image

understand for airport staff. The algorithm is discussed in
detail as follows.

Background Subtraction
Background subtraction is the first crucial step in bird
targets detection. Therefore, it is essential to construct a pure
background image.
Principal component analysis (PCA) [10] can be used as a
novel method for background construction. The algorithm
focuses on the computation of several principal components,
which will be uncorrelated and will maximize the variance
accounted for in the original variables. In our case, the data
are a set of radar images, and the background is obtained by
computing the maximum principal component.
Let X = [Xik] be the matrix of dimension I x K defming
the set. I is the dimension of a radar image expressed as a
vector, K is the number of images. The kth column vector of
this matrix corresponds to the image of the sequence. Then,
C, the covariance matrix for X, is calculated:
l2

c;
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The aim is to construct a space, where each component is
not correlated with any other components. Let U be the
transformation matrix, we have

UTCU == A ==

Fusion imagewith bird information

Fig. 6. Algorithm flow chart for
bird detection and tracking
Algorithm for Bird Targets Detection and Tracking
Algorithm for bird targets detection and tracking, whose
flow chart is shown in Figure 6, is the core technology of
BHU avian radar experimental system. PPI radar images are
collected by capture card and processed by the algorithm
composed of five steps: background subtraction, noise
suppression (median filtering, segmentation, and
morphology), targets information extraction, tracking, data
fusion, and recording. Bird targets information combined
with a satellite map or vertical coordinates is easier to
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where ~ is the diagonal matrix containing the eigenvalues of
C which are classified in decreasing order. The amount of
information that the ith principal component carries is given
by its eigenvalue Ai. Undoubtedly, the eigenvector
corresponding to Ai is the most significant principal
component, and should be treated as the background of the
radar image sequence.
Sometimes the background changes with time due to
variations of the surrounding environment and makes bird
targets detection difficult. So, for time effectiveness request
in engineering applications, the background image is usually
built up as a time averaged version of the input PPI images
with programmable time constant [11].

Noise Suppression
After background subtraction, there is still a large quantity
of noise in the image, especially marginal noise distributed
randomly around the edge of the background, so further noise
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suppression, including processing of median filtering,
segmentation,and morphology, are absolutelynecessary.
Median filtering is first used for preliminarynoise
reduction, preparing for subsequent segmentation. Threshold
calculation is the basic step for segmentation. Configuring
the threshold correctly is important for bird targets detection,
since if the thresholds are too high no targets will be seen and
if the thresholds are too low the system will be swamped with
false alarms from clutter. A fixed threshold is the simplest
and most efficient method, but does not providedynamic
response to changes in the input images. So, cell-averaged
CFAR (constant false alarm rate) method is used to select
threshold value adaptively. The threshold is based on the
average value of a local area around the sampleof interest,
automaticallyresponding to dynamic changes in the input
image.
After median filtering and segmentation, morphologyis
applied for further de-noising. The operationsof dilation and
erosion are fundamental to morphology [12]. Dilation is an
extensive transformation, increasing original object size and
filling small holes and narrow gulfs among objects. The
dilation of A by B, is defined as:

where B is the structuring element. Erosion is an
anti-extensivetransformation, shrinking objectsand
separating objects with tiny connectivity. The erosion of A
by B, is defined as

where the structuring element is equivalentto that in dilation.
In practical image processing applications, dilation and
erosion are used most often in various combinations. An
image will undergo a series of dilations and erosionsusing
the same, or sometimes different, structuringelements.
Erosion and dilation are not inverse transformations - if a
radar image is eroded and then dilated, the originalimage is
not re-obtained. Instead, there is noise reductionbut no
considerablechange in the number of pixels representingthe
target.

calculated by Equation 6, where S is the connectedarea of
each target, and C is the measurementrange coefficient,
reflecting the actual distance representedby each pixel when
a different measurement range is chosen.
•
X == C
x In;
=
In
(6)
Tracking
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After the above processing steps, bird targets are detected
preliminarily, but still mixed with some false alarms since
threshold is usually set comparativelylow. In order to
minimize false alarms, a tracking module is added to the
algorithm. The bird targets' tracking belongs to a problem of
multiple targets tracking in noisy environments, in which the
number of targets is unknown and time-varying. The tracking
problem is complicated because we do not know which
measurements are associated with the existing tracks, which
measurements form new tracks, and which measurements are
due to clutter. So before the standard filtering technique (e.g.
Kalman Filter) is applied for each target, the number of
targets is estimated and measurements are associated to
individual targets.
In our system, Monte-Carlo-basedmethod, also referred as
particle filtering, is applied for data associations. In this
algorithm, not only the target states and the data associations,
but also the births and deaths of the targets are modeled as
hidden stochastic processes [13, 14]. The set of particles is
processed as follows:
1) PerformKalman filterpredictionsfor the means
and the covariances of particles conditional on
the previously drawn latent variable values.
2) Draw new latent variables ')..Y)k for each particle.
By multiplying each possible combination of
birth, death, and association events with the
measurement likelihood and normalizing, the
optimal importance distribution
1t(~ IA(i)l:1C_l' Y t :k) is formed.

4) Normalize the weights to sum to unity as
w(i)

Targets Information Extraction

After background subtraction and noise suppression, bird
targets are represented as isolated bright spots in PPI radar
image. Targets information is extracted by region labeling
and area measurement.
By means of region labeling, pixels of each disconnected
target area in the binarized PPI image are labeledwith a
number (1, 2, 3, ... ). On this basis, center coordinate(X, Y)
and size of each target (number of pixels) 11 are obtained. PPI
image center is defined as the origin of coordinates, X axis
horizontal rightward and Y axis vertical upward. (X, Yo) is

Yo eLY

(x.y )eS

k
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J
L....J j=111 k

(8)

5) Perform Kalman filter updates for each of the
particles conditional on the drawn latent
variables.
6) If the effective number of particles (9) is too
low, perform sampling.
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(b) PPI radar image after background subtraction

(a) Unpro cessed PPI radar image (0.5Nm radiu s)

(d) Bird target tracks overlaid on polar coordinates

(c) PPI radar image after noi se suppressio n

Fig. 7. Processing of horizontal PPI radar image
After the set of particles have been acquired the filtering
distribution can be approximated as:

p(x k .i, I YIk)

~

L W~i)8(Ak - AiiJ )N(x k Imil), pii))'
N

(10)

Data Fusion & Recording
Data fusion & recording is the last step of the algorithm.
In this step, the processed data are displayed in real-time and
also recorded to databases for detailed post-processing and
further analysis . Typically, the processed bird track positions

1=1
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(x, y) for the horizontal radar are overlaid on polar
coordinates or a satellite map, while positions and altitudes
(y, z) of birds passing through the vertical scanning radar
beam are marked in vertical coordinates. The bird targets can
also be classified by size into small, medium, and large [15].
These categories are qualitative classes that generally match
with small, medium, and large birds, but exceptions can
occur. For example, two small birds in close proximity may
appear to be recognized by the algorithm to be a single
medium bird, but such exceptions are not statistically
Table 1. Radar Measurements Information

Measurements

p(m)

Size

644.4

89.7

54

2

919.8

25.6

22

3

398.3

128.3

29

4

831.1

3.5

15

(a) Unprocessed PPI radar image (O.25Nm radius)

significant within the context ofthe overall survey. Targets
over a certain size can be identified as aircrafts and displayed
concurrently on the map with birds in different colors [16].
Experiments and Applications
In autumn 2007, experiments were carried out at Shahe
Reservoir Beijing using BHU avian radar experimental
system in horizontal and vertical scanning modes . Some
experimental result analysis is given below.
In autumn 2008, our system was in trial operation for a
week at Nanyang Airport. Some radar images containing
birds and aircraft have been collected and processed. In the
fusion image, birds and aircraft are displayed in different
colors.
Experimental Result Analysis
The whole processing of a horizontal PPI radar image is
presented in Figure 7. The unprocessed image (Figure 7A) is
one frame of an image sequence with the measurement range
of 0.5 nautical miles (Nm) obtained during horizontal
scanning experiments on 29 September 2007 on the north
bank of Shahe Reservoir. The raw image is dominated by
clutter due to buildings, trees, shoals and dams, so birds
flying above the water surface are hard to detect.
After background subtraction, most of the stationary
objects are rejected, so Figure 7B results with flying bird
targets and some marginal clutters. By noise suppression,
marginal clutters are rejected and four isolated bright areas
are left in Figure 7C. Threshold is set lower to improve
recognition accuracy at the cost of high false alarm rate.
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(b) Bird targets overlaid on vertical coordinates

Fig. 8. Processing of vertical PPI radar image
Four groups of radar measurements are extracted and
presented in polar coordinates (Table 1), including radial
distance p, azimuth angle e and size 11. The polar axis is set
horizontal rightward and rotates counter-clockwise. The pole
is in the center of the figure. However, the four
measurements cannot all be regarded as bird targets after the
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Table 2. Targets information

Measurements

p(m)

8(°)

546.0

104.5

89

2

451.0

97.1

2

3

444.4

106.4

10

4

282.1

296.4

131

Size

classified by size according to certain criterion: 54% are
small «50 pixels), 27% are medium (50-100 pixels), and
19% are large (>100 pixels) .

Fig. 9. Processing result of airport radar image
first three steps, and the final decision has to be made by the
tracking algorithm. Real targets always form traces during
the whole moving process while false alarms only appear
occasionally in one or two images at most.
Tracking algorithm is applied to the image sequence, and
bird tracks are overlaid on satellite map (Figure 7D). Tracks
are drawn with a series of square symbols, and the heading
direction of each target is indicated by a short line emanating
from its current position. It is clear that measurement 1 and 3
in Figure 7C belong to the corresponding two traces in Figure
7D, where measurements 2 and 4 are false alarms. The
remaining two traces in Figure 7D are generated by other
flying birds.
Figure 8 shows the processing of vertical PPI radar images
collected during vertical scanning experiments on 9
November 2007 on the north bank of Shahe Reservoir. The
detection range of our system was set at 0.25 Nm, which
exactly covered the north-south width of the reservoir.
Compared with horizontal images, vertical images are easier
to process due to less noise interference in airspace, so
tracking module in the algorithm is omitted and target
positions are directly labeled in height coordinate. The first
quadrant ofPPI radar image labeled in Figure 8A, which
represents the airspace above the water surface, is our
concerned zone. Bird information was extracted from this
part of over 1500 images recorded during the survey period.
The vertical axis of Figure 8B shows height distribution of
the birds flying through the beam, while the horizontal axis
represents their distances to the radar. From the image', one
can easily see that most of the targets appear below 180 m on
the right (south bank of the reservoir) , which is the frequent
activity region of birds. In post-processing, all targets are
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Applications at Airport
Figure 9 is the processing result of a horizontal PPI radar
image (0.25 Nm radius) collected on 15 October 2008 at
Nanyang Airport. An airplane from Beijing was landing,
represented as a bigger dot in the image, while three birds
appearing on the north side represented as small dots. Targets
information including airplane and birds is shown in Table 2.
It is clearly shown that target 4, whose size is obviously
larger than the other three, is the airplane.
FUTURE WORK
Avian radar system has been a research focus these years.
More and more advanced technology introduced can be
expected to improve the performance of the system in the
future . Improvement suggestions on radar antenna,
processing algorithms and risk assessment models are given.
Finally, a scheme for practical system application at the
airport is proposed.
Improvement of Radar Antenna
Acquisition of 3D target information mainly depends on
radar antenna . The T-bar antenna adopted in BHU
experimental system only gives 2D information . Though
dual-radar system is constructed for engineering applications,
the information obtained is quasi-3D or 2.5D at most. Dish
antenna used by Accipiter® can obtain 3D information due to
its narrow beam. In addition, to further improve vertical
coverage and height estimation accuracy, a dual-dish
Accipiter® avian radar system configuration has been
developed. This configuration was recently selected and
deployed at Seattle-Tacoma International Airport, bringing
the market one step closer to fully 3D tracking radar
coverage. Instead of two antennas, an integrated dual-beam
antenna will be the research subject over the next few years
[17] . With one of the beams scanning horizontally while the
other scanning vertically, 3D information can be received
efficiently.
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Improvement of Processing Algorithm
Multiple target tracking based on data association is
always the research emphasis of processing algorithm of
avian radar system, whose efficiency and accuracy need to be
enhanced continuously with the application of more new
ideas. Another remaining challenge in processing algorithms
is the classification of bird types. Flying velocity, height, and
flock size, etc., are essential elements for target identification.
Flying velocity and flock size can be estimated by tracking
algorithm, while height is obtained by 3D radar mentioned
above . Furthermore, as discussed in the Improvement of
Processing Algorithm section, when more radar systems are
connected to the network, the integration of data from
different data sources becomes an important part of the
processing algorithm [18]. All information can be unified and
fused naturally by a good integration algorithm .

Fig. 10. 3D coverage of dual radar system

Risk Assessment Model of Bird-Aircraft Strike
A risk assessment model of bird-aircraft strike can be
added to the system. Method of analytic hierarchy process
(AHP) is adopted by East China Normal University for
bird-aircraft strike risk assessment [19]. The method, which
ensures the scientific nature of qualitative analysis and the
precision of quantitative analysis, can also be combined with
our avian radar system. A variable T (bird-aircraft strike risk
index) is introduced to quantify the effect of birds to flight
safety in flying zone. Based on historical investigation data
and ecology knowledge, T depends on four restrictive factors
which are: 1) the number of birds N; 2) the flying height of
birds H; 3) the weight of birds W; 4) the appearance region
of birds at airports L. The above four factors can be obtained
and updated by the avian radar system. For simplification, the
value of each factor G is divided into TJ grades: 1,2,...,.
Meanwhile, the weights of these factors P are given by
ornithology experts according to AHP method . Some
reference data are provided [19]:

PN

= 0.49 I, PH = 0.309 , ~¥ = 0.136, PL = 0.064,

So, the index for bird-aircraft strike risk is calculated as
follows:

1

IF;

T =.c,
n i= N ,H ,W,L

(II)

which is a value between 0 and 1. According to the value of
T, bird-aircraft strike risk alarm can be divided into five
grades represented by five colors to show increasing danger:
blue, green, yellow, orange, and red.
An intelligent risk assessment model will be
established and improved based on historical and
real-time bird information collected by avian radar system
at airports. To improve its performance, more factors
such as weather should be included, and more
sophisticated algorithms such as neutral network should be
used.
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Fig. 11. Scheme for system application in BelA
Scheme for System Application at Airport
The number and detection performance of radars are
determined by the size of the airport and then by the number
of runways . As shown in Figure 10, for small airports with
single runway, a dual X-band vertical and S-band horizontal
scanning radar configuration is enough to provide 3D
coverage with dedicated scanning of runways and approach
and departure corridors from the ground and around the
airfield [16].
For large, multi-runway airports like BCIA, multiple
radars can be installed to provide optimal coverage of the
airfield and the area around the airport (out to 13 km) with
dedicated monitoring of each runway and approach and
departure corridors (up to 3 km). Figure 11 presents a scheme
for avian radar system application in BCIA with three
parallel 3200 m, 3800 m, and 3800 m runways. X-band
vertical scanning radar (VSR) is installed on both ends of
each runway, and S-band horizontal scanning radar (HSR) is
installed in the center of the airport.
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All videos or images received by these networked radars
are streamed to a digital radar processor located in the airport
BASH observation workstation using standard TCP/IP
protocols. This processor includes the algorithm for bird
detection and tracking. Once bird targets are detected, alerts
are transmitted to anti-bird vehicles through wireless
networks, and related staff will take measures in no time.
Such an avian radar system network has the advantage of
providing day and night real-time monitoring, warning and
alerting of bird strike risk around the airport.

CONCLUSIONS
Performance of avian radar systems depends on two
aspects. One is the detection capabilityof radar, Flying bird
targets with smaller RCS at farther distance can be detected if
radar with stronger detection capability and higher resolution
is selected. The other is the algorithm for bird targets
detection and tracking. A low segmentation value is set to
improve detection rate, while more false alarms are
introduced. An effective tracking algorithm can detect small
targets and eliminate false alarms simultaneously.
BHU avian radar experimental system was in trial
operation at Nanyang Airport for a week in autumn 2008.
Based on airport experiments, it is known that the working
frequency of the system does not interfere with air traffic
management system, and many engineering problems are
solved. Bird-aircraft strike avoidance at airport is pushed
forward by trial operation of the system. Meanwhile, a
long-time operation of the system has made a preliminary
data foundation for the establishment ofrisk assessment
model of bird-aircraft strike.
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